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A promising arena for comparative work in religious studies
is the understanding of "religion" in different traditions. Toward
that end, the concept of revelation in Hinduism and Christianity
may be an illuminating investigacion, particularly as expressed in
the thought of two outstanding modern spokesmen, Sarvepalli
Radhakrishnan and Helmut Richard Niebuhr.

In such a study it should not be forgotten, however, that
[he rcrrn revelation is of Western, not Indian, provenacce, and to the
extent that laGguagc is constitutive of interpretacion, there may
be conceptual difficulties of considemble magnitude in making such
a comparative study. To be sure, Radhakrishnan's usage of the
term seems clearly to authorize a study of the concept of revela-
tion in his perspective, and thus such an article in English seems
to be a virtually harmless undertaking. But if one asks what San-
skrit word or words are behind Radhakrishnan's presentation of
revelation (a matter on which I do not believe he comments),
some disturbing questions about the appropriateness of the inquiry
arise. Keeping that in mind, but holding it in abeyance, what un-
derstanding of revelation appears in the writings of Radhakrishnan
and Niebuhr?

Radba/.:ri.rlJ!1{II1'S Understanding oj Revelation

Radhakrishnan gives us no succinct presentation of his view
of revelation, but various discussions lead unmistakably to the
centra'! point. In religious experience, most frequently characterized
as intuition, there is direct and immediate appropriation of the
divine, which may be termed revelation. This "awareness" is the
ultimate certification of religion, but it is also the occasion of many
erroneous or at least inadequate interpretations of religion as ex-
pressed historically and institutionally.

\Y/e come at once, then, to separating the wheat from the
chaff. As contemporary theologians are wont to say, religion is not
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"propositional;" the experience of the Absolute which is the oc-
casion of revelation may result in creedal formulations, but these
and other aspects of traditional religious institutions are at best
derivative. Radhakrishnan says, for example, that creeds are for
those who have no first-hand religious experience.' Some religious
ideas are more edifying than others. The crudest, most immature
ones may readily be dismissed, but even the most elevated ones
stand in contrast to the primary experience that is denoted revela-
tion. This also corresponds to Radhakrishnau's view of the his-
torical progression in religion, from naturalistic polytheism to mono-
theism and then from monotheism to monism, to become, says
Thomas Paul Urumpackal, "a pure spiritual experience of the Ab-
solute."2

Similarly, there can be no equation of revelation and scrip-
ture. Discussing the distinctions of sruti and smrti, h~ ~rites, "Th:
Hindu tradition discriminates between essential spiritual expert-
ence (sruti) and the varying forms in which this experience
has in course of time appeared (smrti) ."3 Elsewhere he
distinguishes between direct expe.ri.ence .or the J?rimary ex-
periential data (sruti) and the ~radlt1~~al lO~erpretat~?ns 0;, con-
clusions of theology as the mearung of what IS heard and what
is remembered."4 He similarly distinguishes between dharma as
absolute and its relative historical embodiments: "Though dharma
is absolute, it has no absolute and timeless content."> ~hiloso~hy
also is historically rooted, "embedded in the stream of history like
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any other perishable product of the ages."6 The philosophical
enterprise with its works of reason and intellect is an attempt
to clarify and explicate, but religious knowledge rests decisively
on personal experience."

The experiential soress is found repeatedly in Radhakrishnan's
writings. For example, he writes: "This, intuitive knowledge
arises from an intimate fusion of mind with reality. It is know-
ledge by being and not by senses or by symbols. It is awareness
of the truth of things by identity. We become one with the
truth, one with the object of knowledge. The object known is
seen not as an object outside the self, but as a part of the self.
What intuition reveals is not so much a doctrine as consciousness;
it is a state of mind and not a definition of the object.:" The
Vedanta quest to overcome the disparity between subject and ob-
ject is well-known, leading to a distinction between lower know-
ledge where objects are cognized and higher knowledge where
the limitations of lower knowledge are transcended in direct, im-
mediate or unmediated experience. Radhakrishnan takes the ex-
perience of realization to be a fact and argues that Western psy-
chology has in the narrowness of its parochial outlook refused
to consider the study of this form of demonstrable consciousness
within the perimeter of its concern. He says that we may dispute
theories, such as the theory of reality which IS an inference, but
we cannot deny facts, such as realization?

;Intuition is alternately termed religious experience, wherein
at t~,e highest there is present a unity of the Absolute and God.
Intellectually there may be a problem of combining immanence
and ',transcendence regarding the Absolute, but this is overcome
in the experience of the totality of being.t? Intuition is not against
intellect but it transcends the limits of reason. He also says,
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"Intuition completes and transforms reason.i'U There are many
subtle differences in emphasis that have baffled Radhakrishnan's
interpreters. He can say, "Hindu systems of thought believe in
the power of the human mind to lead us to all truth."!2 But he also
insists, "Man is not saved by metaphysics. Spiritual life involves
a change of consciousness."!3

We may turn now more directly to the concept of revelation.
An important issue is the character of the revealer and the role
of the human person in revelation. Sometimes he speaks of a God
who reveals, a God with whom the self communes. At other
times the unity of the self and the Absolute comes to the fore so
that the categories of revelation (revealer, revealed) are left behind
in an experience of unbroken unity. To the extend that this aware-
ness or intuition I is intermittent rather than continuous or continu-
ing, the experience yields as an afterma-th what we may deem revela-
tion. Says Radhakrishnan, "Religion is founded on illumination.
It is knowledge revealed to us in our highest consciousness."i4

I

Urumpackal's investigation of Radhakrishnan's thought about
the experience of revelation leads him to ask, in the light of "man's
consubstantiality with the divine nature," whether man attains
these experiences by "his own natural powers" or by the mani-
festation of divine will. There are many expressions of the idea
that revelation is the product, one might say the reward, of zeal-
ous human action, particularly in the employment of man's intui-
tive powers.lf One might conclude from the statements made
that revelation is a religious name for human discovery, at the
more sublime spiritual levels of human existence.

Some care is needed in interpreting Radhakrishnan, because
on his own terms, to cite the human in revelation is not to exclude
the divine. Radhakrishnan does speak of revelation as divine
disclosure, but notes that it must be received by humans with
all the attendant limitations. He says "Revelation is divine-hu-
man," and that "the Creative Spirit is ever ready to reveal Him-
self to the seeking soul. provided the search is genuine and. the

I J. Brahm a Sulra, P: 105.
,., "Spirit in Man," P: 184..
I~. Bruhrna Siilra, p. 107.

'4. Ibid., p. 112.

'.oj. Ururnparkal , Organized Religion, PI'. (;,.(iR: in this section he cites a I1UOI·

ber of Radhakrishnan's Pfrtinent statements.
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effort intense."!6 Here the divine element has become a reposi-
tory to be claimed by valiant human seeking; it is discovery
more than disclosure. Yet in other passages he speaks of seers
who experienced revelation thet was not predicated on human ef-
fort, but was "said to be a direct disclosure from the 'wholly
other,' a revelation of the Divine."17 Perhaps no final resolution
of these strains in Radhakrishnan's thought is possible, to the ex-
tent that they reflect the experienced awareness of God as other
as well as of the unity of God and the Self, but it does cause
considerable perplexity in fathoming his views of revelation.

A final observation will call attention to what is well-known
by anyone familiar with Radhakrishnan's work: the view that
all religions are one has its obvious counterpart in the idea that
revelation is fundamentally the same in all religions, althoug~
there is a process of historical development and there are "levels of
revelation" which represent institutional and historical factors.I''
Revelation is the common spiritual experience at its highest level;
religious differences reflect not different revelations but different
appropriations of the experience of the Absolute which is the
highest human attainment in all cultures and all ages.

Niebuhr's Understanding of Revelation

When one turns to the discussion of H. Richard Niebuhr
one is. aware of entering .a different conceptual world. Niebuhr
holds that because we are historical beings our thought about re-
velation must be historical in character: "We are in history as the
fish is in water and what we mean by the revelation of God can
be indicated only as we point through the medium in which we
live."19 The focus initially is not on the soul's intuitive experiences
but on history as understood by Christians, on revelations as "The
Story of our Life" -a chapter title in his book, The Meaning of
Revelation. In this work Niebuhr is responding to what he con-

Iii. S. Radrakrishnan, "Fragmcm s of "Confession." in Tile Pili/o.lO/,IIy 01
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I~. Schilpp, cd. "Rep'" 10 Crilics." Thr Phi/osojmy of San'~j)fl/li Rrulhn-
k rishnnn; pp. R07-RoR.

I(). H. Richard Niebuhr, T'hr M('Ulling of Rcvrlot ion (N('1I' York: Mncmilian,
19t1)" p. 48.
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siders to be the justified insights of historical relativism, which
he says has set the problem and the dilemma: "What ~as made
the question about revelation a contemporary ~d pres.smg qu.es-
tion for Christians is the realization that the point of view which
a man occupies in regarding religions as well as. ~ny .other ~ort of
reality is of profound importance."20 Our relatl~lty IS s~aual and
temporal in character, for the spatio-ternporal pornt of view of an
observer enters into his knowledge of reality. Further, "our reason
is not only in space time but space-time is in our reason," so that
our thoughts like ourselves are creatures of history and time, histo-
ricity being a. problem not only of the object of knowledge but
also of the subject in knowing.s!

For many, the acknowledgement o~ relativi,~m ~s tantarr:ount
to a pervasive agnosticism. Not so for Niebuhr.: ~t IS not ~vlde~t
that the man who is forced to confess that his view of thmgs. IS

conditioned by the standpoint he occupies must doubt the reality
of what he sees." Because our concepts are not themselves universal
does not mean that they are not concepts of the universal,
and to say that all experience is historically mediated is not to
say that nothing is mediated through history.22 To these pro-
blems Niebuhr relates the theology of revelation wherein one
may be confident in the independent reality of. what is ex~eri-
enced, even though the assertions ~hout that reality are mea.mn~~
ful only to those who look upon It from the saT?e standpolI~t.-·
And that stand point is itself the produce or fruit of re.velau?n.
Theology inevitably has a beginning ~.int; we beg~ with faith
as mediated in our historical commurunes of expe:lence ~o that
theology is understood as the explication o~ .that faith. which has
been revealed in a particular historical tradition (and IS thus fre
quently denoted "confessional theology"). . ., .

. In viewing revelation in history, a ,cruCial. distinction for
Niebuhr is that between outer history a,nd inner ~Istory, between
history as contemplated externally and history as lived b~ ~rs?ns
in communities.v' He acknowledges the background distinction

20. J bid., pp. 1)·7; sec also his Ch ,·is/. anti Uu/lure (New York: Harper.

I!):;I), p. 231.
21. Niebuhr. Meaning of Revelation, pp. ,. '0":).

22. Ibid., pp. 18·lfI·
25. iu«, P. 22.
%4. lbid., p. 60. Marlin Bubcrs categories of "I" and "Thou" arc noted h~

Niebuhr: (here are also other important antecedents.
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of pure and practical reason resulting in "a somewhat Kantian
poi~t of. ~iew i~ reco~~ping independent objective history with a
valid religious history. _5 Only the bare out-line of this cardinal?istinction in Niebuhr's thought Can be given here. The contrasr
IS between the ~tudy o~ objects and the encounter of subjecrs;
bet'~een t~e acuve subject confronting a passive object and one
s~b.1ect ?elng confronted by another; between the category of in-
dividualiry an~ the category of personality; between a descriptive
anq a normative knowledge of history. These are always bound
togqther, but neither can be reduced to the other.26 We do not
h~vr here a distinction between true and false ways of viewing
history but a reference to differences of perspective which cannot
be ~eparated even though they must be distinguished. Niebuhr in-
sists that revelation is not to be confused with the objective work
of external history, but neither is revelation seen as separated from
or superior to external history. Internal history is not a. parallel
history but involves personal appropriation in meaning of what is
one history that may be viewed externally or internally.

As already noted, for Niebuhr to speak of revelation is to in-
volve almost immediately the meaning and role of the Christian
community, in whose inner history is disclosed a. key, or an image,
that guides and directs the understanding of the whole of history.
Christian theology does not have some universal or neutral beginn-
ing point; it must "begin with the faith of the Christian community
and so with revelation. "27 This faith is historically mediated and
focuses more on events than on ideas, as was true of the proclama-
tion (the kerygma) of early Christianity; and says Niebuhr: "des-
pite many efforts to set forth Christian faith in metaphysical and
ethical terms of great generality the only creed which has been
able to maintain itself in the church with any approach to univer-
sality consists, for the most part, of statements about events."2S
Niehuhr's attention to the community is in part an acknowledge-

~5· iu«, p. viii.

2" . Ibid, pp. (;4·(i,; Sec also Libcrr us A. Hocdcmaker. The Theology of H.
Richard Niebuhr (J'hiledclphia : Pilgrim Press, Igio), PI'. flR-lo~.
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~liDn of Ihe C'Cllis (hat comprise ~he Christian srory limits the present study
j:argdy to an examination of fo rill a I components of Niebuhr's dew. Any
full discussion would attend [0 many specific aspects of Christian theology
liDt treated here. A hrief discussion will he found in l~adical ilJonothciJU;
and Wntr1'l1 CII/I.lIr{' (New York: Harper. ,!)oo), pp. ~8'4R.
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ment of the process of transmission of faith as well as as recognition
of the presence of community in the genesis of faith. He also
finds individual experience more relative than that of the 'com-
munity, although the cpmmunity is also not beyond distortions
in its interpretations. Part of "verification" in regard to revelation
comes as social confirmation when our experience is tested by
companions who stand with us and who look from the same
standpoint in the same direction. For Niebuhr the individual never
stands apart from a community of life and thought; rather revela-
tion comes in and through communal life. The appearance of re-
velation in the relations of subjects does not mean subjectivism
or ineffability. Our internal history can be communicated and we
can criticize each other's memories of what has happened in our
common life. The only esoteric element is the simple fact that the
meaning of revelation in internal history can be confessed only
by members of the community in which revelation has taken place_:!9
Here Niebuhr wishes to acknowledge our relative standpoint in
history and faith. wd appeal in discussing revelation not) to a
common human experience, yet not to merely mystic or private
experiences, which are not subject to the criticism of the! com-
munity, to confirmation or correction by those who stand at the
same place and look in the same direction a,t the same rdality.
Assurance is not to be gained without social corroboration, bt}~ it is
not possible on the part of others who occupy a different t point
of view and "look in a different direction and toward oth1er re-
alities than we do in our history and faith."3o !,

For Niebuhr revelation means that something has happened.
He describes it in many ways. It is the meeting with aiThou

in which the I is changed. It is the receipt of the gift of, faith,
the removal of 'Our fear of being and the replacement by I .trust.
A self which knows itself to be known becomes a committed
self and achieves self-knowledge; acknowledging what it is, it
can accept itself. He writes, "When we speak of revelation we
mean that moment when we are given a new faith" and he speaks

29. Niebuhr, Meaning of neveiat;rJ"ll, 1'1" i2·7~·
10. Ibid., p. '41. Niebuhr dcvot cs a great deal of .u.tcnt ion to validation or

verification of rcvclat ion in personal and conununal experience, aithough
the e\"idem:e would not ,he persuasive outside of t hc COI11I1IUl1it)'of revela-
tion, and Niehuhr's perspective makes it inadmissihle 10 seek 10 e~tabli~h
the "superiority" of the Christian revelation. For Christians, the c;vidence
is inescapable; for others. it is understandably inadmissible because it
is not a past of their o,t'n life, their inner history.
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of [he "definicion of religion as divine self-disclosure" Revelation
means the revealing of the relative as relative, in its' relation to
th~ Absolute. When we find ourselves to be known and valued
prior to our knowing and valuing, that is revelation.t! In this
~e~elatlOn w~ich appears in personal encounter, the primary result
IS tn. re,spon~lve acts of a personal character. When the final source
of life s bel?g and value has revealed itself, the religious need
fo~ that ~hlch make~ life worth living has been met)2 Writes
Nl~bu~r, . As revelation ... means the event in which the ultimate
uruty IS dlsclos~d a~ personal or faithful, so the human response
to such revelation IS the development of integrated selfhood."33

~long ,,:ith the explication of revelation, Niebuhr discusses
what IS not Immediately present in and not to be confused with
t?e revel~tory event. Revelation does not yield new or special
information about historical events that would be unavailable

otherwise: It i~ not propositions about the character of reality
although It may Issue forth in many statements, even creedal ones.
Images which come to us in a personal manner can neither be
exh~~sted by nor. definitively transposed into concepts and pro-
positrons. He writes, "Concepts and doctrines derived from the
unique historical moment are important but less illuminating than
the occasion itself. For what is revealed is not so much the mode
of divine behaviour as the divine self."34

Similarly, . revelation is not to be equated with scripture,
although the scriptures are not unrelated to the process of revela-
tion. Scripture is not a superhistorical word of God from which
to contemplate history; to communicate, it must be interpreted
through history. Taken at face value, scripture reveals nothing save
the state of the culture of the men who wrote its parts. One must
participate in the same spiritual history out of which the scriptures
came. Writes Niebuhr, "The Scriptures point to God and through

!p. Ibid .• pp. 146• 153'155·
32. "Value Theory and Theology," in The Not ure of Religious Experience:

Essays in Honor of Douglas Clyde Macintosh, cd. J.9. Bixler. R.L. Cal-
houn. H. R. Niebuhr (New York: Harper, 19'17), P: II:;.

33. Niebuhr. Radical Monotheism, P: 47. Niebuhr also calls attention to the role
of t hc remembrance of our past in achieving the unit v of the self. for which
he finds an analogy in psychoanalysis. See his Mealli1lg of Rcuelation, P: "7·
S~ also Hoedemaker, The Theology of H. Richard Niebuhr, P: 100.

~t. Niebuhr, Meaning of Revelation, 'P: I~o. Sec also Niebuhr, Radical
Monotheism. p. 41.
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Scriptures God points to men when they are ~ead by those who
share the same background which the community which produced
the latter possessed, or by those who participate in the common
life of which the Scriptures contain the record."35

Revelation does not create a new structure in life so m~ch
as it discloses the eternal structure present i-? Ii.fe, from which
men may build. Revelation is not the cornmurncatron ~f. new and
better truths, nor the supplanting of our natural reh?lon by a
su rnatural one; it is rather the fu~ment an~ radical recon-
stl::tion of our knowledge of deity. It IS n~t a" developm:n~ of
our religious ideas but their continual conversion, as our religious
truths and behaviour are transformed a?d t~ansfi.gured by ,:epent-

d fairh 36 A central ingredient m faith, to which weance an new ' . . )
are called by the experience of revelation, is r~pentance .(metanota )
which he finds to be the permanent revolution that IS. th~ con-
sequence of faith. He sa.ys that "revel~ti~n is the beginning of
a revolutionary understanding and application of 0e .moral law
rather than the giving of a new law" and "revelat~on lffip~rts no
new beliefs about natural or historical fa~ts (?,ut) It does mvol-de
the radical reconstruction of all our beliefs .. 37 He ~~rstoo s
this to be the message of radical monotheism, fo~bIdding the
absolutizing of the relative but conveying to the relative the bless-
ing of the Absolute.v' .

Revelation changes our life not as the self-4isclosure ~f an
unknown being but as the unveiling of a ~nown.bemg. What IS re-
vealed is not being as such but rather Us delt~-value; not. ~hat
God is, but that God loves, judges, and ~ak~ life worth living.
This is stressed in various contexts; revelation Imp~rts co~fidence,
trust faith. These embody the dynamics ~f our inner history._J9
Since revelation means being apprehended m and by the self-~ls-
closing of the eternal knower, we find ourselves to be va!u.ed pnor
to valuing, with all our values transvalued by the aCt1v~ ~ a

. al al er "When we find that we are no longer n guruvers v u . . I'» Wh God
him but that he first thought us, that IS reve anon. en

~l:;. Niebuhr, Meaning of Rcuclation, PI" 4')',,'
I R I H)I viii.~6. Ibid, pp. ,Il,',8~: see a so 1'1'. I '.-, '. . '.. is here

-d . t~2. Niebuhr's paramount Interest III <:Ihl(.s.
~7' I bl., p. I f h ' work

reflected; the preSt~ll st udv largely ignores that component 0. IS.... .',
~8. Niebuhr Radical MOllolilril"". p. Cj2: Meaning: of Revelation. p. 'III. Christ

and Culture, p. 240.

~<). Niebuhr. Mrar,;ng of Reorl ation. 1', 77·
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becomes person rather than object, "W~t this means for us call-
not. ~ expressed in the impersonal ways of creeds or other pro-
posrnons but only in responsive acts of a personal character."4o

.' We may bring Our discussion to a focus, and for the present
section to a conclusion, on Niebuhr's understanding of revelation
and reason, of the relation between the images given in reveletion
and the total framework of human knowledge. Revelation is char.
acterized as the special occasion which gives an image which makes
all .our life intelligible; "Revelation means the intelligible event
whIch makes all other events intelligible".41 When one asks of the
relation of revelation and reason, Niebuhr is quick to insist that the
revelatory experience is not contrary to reason but is the unfolding
of the pattern of rationality in our existence.sz He thus cites St.
Aug~stine with approval: "The life of reason above all is reorient-
ed and directed by being given a new first principle" for one whose
reasoning begins with faith in God.43 Clearly revelation is no re-
placement for or substitute for reason; rather "the illumination il
supplies does not excuse the mind from labour; but it does give to
that. mind the impulsion and first principles it requires if it is to
be a:~le to do its proper work."44 Again, he writes, "Without revela-
tionreason is limited and guided into error; without reason revela-
tion,illuminates only itself. "45 Tha; revelation or the gift of faith
has }mong its consequences not only reasoning in faith but be-
haviour in faith is a strain of Niebuhr's work as a Christian eth-
icist, that is beyond our present purview. Revelation restores and
enriches the mind and the hean so that the lives of persons in their
communities may be enabled to know in history the presence of
the Eternal.

Notes Concerning Continuing Comparative Study

In examining the perspectives of Radhakrishnan and Niebuhr
on the concept of revelation, one must not forget that in both
Hinduism and Christianity alternate perspectives on revelation may

.to- tu«, I'p. '1:;2-1,;'1.

11. iu«, 1'1'. 10'/. !I.I.
'12. lbid, pp. ')'I-!I'I.

1'1· :'iehllhl'. Christ (I11r/ C"It"I''', p. %14.
·1·1· Niehllhr. ,\fOUling o] Un)(~lllli(}}I, p. loq.

1">· u.u.. p. 121 Sl'IC "lSI) Hoe,lt-Il"lkn. Tllf' 'f'hcl)/o[!,r "f H. /{id1al'" Xicbuilr,
PI'· lOt-tO!.
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be found. No assertion or assumption is made here that these are
"representative" although each is a significant representative of his
religious tradition. Whether either Hinduism or Christianity could
be shown to embody a single fundamental outlook on revelation
would have to be demonstrated by careful attention to common
and divergent elements in each community of interpretation. To
the extent that these two thinkers express significant currents of
their religious heritages in relation to modern problems one .inds
sufficient justification for a comparative study, but conclusions
should not be drawn that would require a much wider compass.
Indeed it is difficult to extract a segment from each of :hese
thinkers for our study, but we may ask on the basis of these direc-
tions and principal emphasis what points of comparison emerge.
These may be arranged as (a) immediately noted (and sometimes
superficial) similarities; (b) divergences in basic thrust or ibasic
perspective, and (C) Points of contact for further scrutiny in .com-
parative work.

Both writers accept the view that religion in its deepest or
highest or most fundamental expression encompasses dimensions
of personal existence that can not be faithfully reproduced in con-
ceptual form; revelation is not propositional. And whatever the
positive role of scriptures, they are to be understood as derivative
from revelation rather than to be equated as the essence or perfect
embodiment of revelation. The focus for each is on experience,
and then on the interpretation of experience by means of the pro-
cesses and tools of reasdn. Both are against dogmatism, but in dif-
ferent senses or perhaps for somewhat different reasons. Each is
a critic of tradition, seeking to be a force to "liberate" religious
life and thought from narrow or shallow elements, yet each has
an appreciation of the positive role of religious forms and traditions,
although perhaps to different degrees and with a significant diver-
gence, to be noted presently. The interest on the personal rather
than the propositional is also reflected in the existentialist elements
that .may be detected in each, where the principal religious cqncern
is for self-transformation, for the achieving of integrated self-
hood. And this integration reaches out to encompass in the life
of faith all of human existence; there are no enclaves of sacred
and secular to be regularized, but rather the religious intuition is
all-encompassing for Radhakrishnan,46 and what Niebuhr calls
radically monotheistic [aith is exhibited (or denied) in all human

46. Radhakrishnan, Idealist View of Lite, p. 201. I'
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perience of revelation a gap in the historical process; whereas
Niebuhr who argues for the special character of revela-
tion insists that the medium of revelation is history, that revela-
tion occurs in the historical process, that inner history is not a
ghetto within outer history but involves the response of living
selves to the common or universal phenomenon.

A .caution needs to be given at this point concerning
Radhaknshnan, because there is another strain in his thought
which involves a more integral view of the historical process in re-
lation to spiritual realization. He does occasionally speak of, for
example, "the meaningful pattern we discern in history."48 This
seems to run counter to the idea of the self in its essential nature
as beyond the limits and vicissitudes of historical existence in
samsdra. He writes, "Activity is a characteristic of the historical
process, and perfection is not historical. It lacks nothing and it can-
not have any activity in it."49 On the other hand he insists that

17. Niebuhr, Radical Monotheism, P: 11, ct tJ(!.Ss;m.
48. Radhakrishnan, Religion a11d Society, P: 49·
49. Radhakrishnan. Kalki, or the Futw'c Of Civilization (London: Keagar

Paul, Trench. Truhncr , 1929), p. 04·
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society is not alien to men and says that there is "a profound integra-
tion of the social destiny with that of the individual." Human society
is spoken of as "an attempt to express in social life the cosmic
purpose. "50 Other passages reflect a dichotomy between the tem-
poral and the eternal. If that is significantly modified in some pas-
sages, it does not seem to affect Radhakrishnan's view of revela-
tion. Where for Niebuhr revelation must be historical in character,
for Radhakrishnan, whatever tutorial role religious traditions may
bring out of historical experience, revelation connotes the moment
of supraconsciousness, above and beyond our historical framework.

Parallel distinctions appear when one examines the concept
of God, the revealer. While for Niebuhr God is the Absolute, for
Radhakrishnan there is an experience of God as well as the Abso-
lute, and God related to the world is not the Absolute. Again, in
their views of human nature, of the recipient of revelation, for
Niebuhr the gulf between the divine and the human is emphatically
maintained, whereas for Radhakrislinan the human condition
which in some respects diverges from the divine in others manifests
its true origin and destiny in its unity with the divine. For Niebuhr
the idea of a God-man represents an exception, a surd; for Radha-
krishnan an avatar represents what is ideally and potentially the
estate of every human. For Niebuhr the historicity of the self is
basic; for Radhakrishnan it seems to be an accidential characteris-
tic rather than constitutive of the self's existence.

Also at odds is the portrayal of the relation of person and
community (or communities). While neither disparages the com-
munity, and each places ultimate focus on the personsl, Radha-
krishnan's approach is generally to view revelation as a process
that focuses primarily on the individual, however much aided by
historical or social prompting, while Niebuhr focuses on events
by which persons understand and interpret their communal life.
Niebuhr's confessional stance argues that every person has a begin-
ning point in a social history. Radhakrishnan would agree, but
would posit as a goal the transcending of the departure point. For
Niebuhr the temporal terminus is the enhancement of the starting
point. Thus for Niebuhr revelation in the Christian sense is not a
common or universal human experience, but one that occurs in re-

,")(), R adhak rishuu». East",." 1~~iigio".1j ({lid Jres/enl TlulUgllf, l': t"'):"'). Sec also
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lation to .co~munal life. (On revelation in other religious tradi.
tlO~, .he insists that he has no credentials for speakin ) F Rdhakrishn I·· , g. or a-".. 'an reve anon IS not only universal but identical in 11
trad~t1ons~ ?ecause revelation transcends; the particularity of ~l-
turat traditions, Each sees a universal thr-isr but the b . f .
versalit di ' L asis or urn-san Y verges.

;1 Fi~ally, what clues may be discerned from this introducto
e~p{pr~t1on for further study? One possibility would be the co;
sld~.~atlOn of how each one's explanation of revelation would and
":'OlY? not apply to the other. Is Radhakrishnan's view an exer-
cIs1ln the respon~e to ~ents in ~e inner history of Hindu cul-
tur~ 0 Is Radh.aknshnan s .pers~tlve an instance of the special
p~ocss ,exp!amed by NIebuhr s confessional theology? Or, is
Nl~buhr s vIe:v an instance of the general process of revelation:vhich Radhaknshnan describes, but one which has not lost the limit-
~g c?r:nmuna~ and historical characteristics and thus remains 'Only
implicitly universalistic in its outlook? just how each one's view
fits the other's work would be an illuminating study.

.: To the ext~nt that each focuses on d~mensions of personal ex-
perience, muc~ intercultural understanding might be gained from a
~rtI:er an~ysls o~ th.e. modalities of religious experience. What
IS present m the mtuinons and images that constitute revelation
that may confidently be affirmed as something other than individual
even i.dio~yncratic, in its import~ What L prospects of verificatio~
or validation are offered? What IS the difference between experi-
ence of an event and of a being?

One result of these and other fur~her investigations might
be to throw light on the question of the appropriateness 'Of a ca-
tegory that comes out of 'Onecultural tradition being used in another.
W'Ould Hindu themes be more authentically (whatever this may
mean) expressed by the exploration of the concept anubhava, for
example? Does revelation suggest a distarice between revealer and
the revealed which 'Obscures the sense of identity of Brahman-At-
man? To what extent is the Hindu element of dnanda in realization
suppressed when the category of revelation is utilized? Might re-
velation more fruitfully be compared and contrasted with the
Hindu sense 'Ofdar sana? Such questions suggest that much remains
to be done in order to determine the usefulness of the concept of
revelation as a universal category in comparative studies.
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